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On April 10, Novell also filed its Motion for a More Definite Statement of SCO’s Unfair 
Competition Cause of Action, arguing that SCO must identify the specific unfair-competition 
laws that Novell has allegedly violated.  In its opposition filed on May 26, SCO argued that its 
unfair-competition claim meets the pleading requirements of the Federal Rules, which also do 
not require that SCO specify statutory provisions or advance a legal theory for its claim.   
 

On April 10, Novell also filed a Motion to Stay Claims Raising Issues Subject to 
Arbitration.  Novell argued that SCO’s claims are arbitrable pursuant to certain 2002 
UnitedLinux contracts among SCO, SuSE (a wholly owned subsidiary of Novell since 2004), 
and other Linux distributors.  In its opposition filed on May 26, SCO argued that Novell had 
waived any right to a stay because (among other things) it had twice moved to dismiss SCO’s 
original claim, obtained almost all discovery from SCO on the claims and defenses at issue, 
expanded the scope of the case by introducing seven counterclaims, and answered SCO’s Second 
Amended Complaint.  SCO also argued that its claims are not arbitrable and that, in any event, 
the Court should deny the motion because even the allegedly arbitrable issues could preclude 
only a small portion of some of SCO’s claims.  Novell filed its reply memorandum on June 19, 
and the Court has scheduled a hearing for July 17.   

 
On April 10, 2006, SuSE filed a Request for Arbitration with the International Chamber 

of Commerce International Court of Arbitration in Paris.  On June 27, 2006, SCO submitted its 
Answer to that Request.   
 
      Respectfully, 
 
     /s/ Leslie A. Polizoti 
 
     Leslie A. Polizoti (#4299) 
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